Circular procurement
Joint ambitions

Cooperation & organization
Bundle knowledge and experiences

Fællesindkøb Fyn
Denmark
ORGANIZATION JOINT PURCHASE COOPERATION
FÆLLESINDKØB FYN
COOPERATION

Common procurement policy

Board

Fællesindkøb Fyn

Indkøbsforum
(forum for cooperation)

decentralized purchasers

Joint tender plan

Joint quarterly and annual reports

Companies

Sustainability

Politics

E-commerce

Common IT systems

Common agreement for the cooperation

Common procurement strategy
FÆLLESINDKØB FYN (FIF)

- Cooperation between 5 municipalities on Fuenen
- Faaborg-Midtfyn, Kerteminde, Langeland, Nordfyns and Nyborg
- Yearly spend approx. 404 mill. EUR
- Joint purchase contracts covers approx. 12% of the total spend
- Population approx. 145,000

Assignments:
- Conduct tenders and quotations of goods and services
- Support the municipalities in the implementation process of contracts, contract management and e-commerce.
- Legal and financial advice

FIF Department
Head of tenders and procurement
Support
1 Coordinator
1 Contract manager
1 E-coordinator
1 Support
Tenders and contracts
6 Tender consultants
FIF STRATEGY 2021-2025

Vision:
Fællesindkøb Fyn makes a positive difference for the municipalities, the citizens, the society & the climate

Sustainability

It must be easy to buy (sustainable) goods and services

Professionalization of procurement

Tenders
Contracts and compliance
Digitization

Procurement in the core business

Services e.g. in the social or elderly area
Processer
“Lighthouses” Larger projects

Network

Benchmark
GREEN CONVERSION AND GREEN PROCUREMENT

ACTION PLAN
2021-2030

Core business

Professionalization of procurement

Sustainability Strategy 2021-2025
GREEN CONVERSION & GREEN PROCUREMENT

(DRAFT) ACTION PLAN

PART 1: ACTION NOW!
WHAT WE DO IN EVERYDAY LIFE

PART 2: ACTION NOW!
WHAT WE WRITE IN TENDERS AND TENDERS
PART 1: ACTIONPLAN — AREAS OF ACTIONS

- Eco-labeled procurement
  - Mandatory
- Food
- Reduce plastic
- Transport
- Energy savings
- Behaviour
  - Green & sustainable procurement
In tenders, it is a binding task to actively contribute to reduce the municipality's emissions of greenhouse gases.
"GAMEBOARDS" - SUSTAINABILITY (TRIPLE BOTTOMLINE) IN PRACTICE
SUSTAINABILITY — STATUS FIF

- Sets sustainable requirements that are market-compliant
- Challenges user groups and markets where we see it will have minimal economic significance
- Tenders and contracts have sections on the environment and sustainable development
- Employment clauses and apprenticeship clauses are applied to services when the criteria are met
- TCO calculations where it makes sense

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS .... A DECISION, A MOVEMENT AND A JOURNEY — WE ARE ON OUR WAY....
Thank you for your time & attention